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Draft Guidelines on tools and techniques for hazard identification and
risk assessments
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General Comments
All information from texts referenced by the draft, which is essential and which has additional
value, should be provided for in Guidelines.
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Specific Comments
Comment
Please add “within the scope of the Exploitation Regulations” in the line 31
after “to provide”.
Please delete “which is generally applicable to numerous parts of the
Exploitation Regulations”.
Please replace “should” with “aim at reducing...”.
Please replace “and should” with “and to that end”
Please indicate stakeholders (lines 172-181) as follows:
“- Sponsoring State(s);
- Organs of the Authority (Council, Legal and Technical Commission,
Assembly, Secretariat);
- Member States;
- Other relevant ISA Contractors;
- Other relevant stakeholders, where appropriate.”
Please delete “regional or local”, so that it reads as “… whether international
or national”.
Please replace the wording with “perceptions and values of the project”
Please replace “and other user of the Area” with “and other activities”
In case of low risk recovery is possible; in case of considerable and large –
recovery is possible in long-term perspective (> 1000 years). This looks
strange: what is between recovery now (in nearest years) and 1000 years?
Why 1000 years? Etc. Please, clarify this.
Please replace “including” with “particularly”
Please delete “as reflected in principle 15 of the Rio Declaration on
Environment and Development”
Please delete all references other than documents of relevant international
organisations, such as ISA and ISO, as well as useful links to all sites other
than sites of relevant international organisations of global nature (ISA, ISO).
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Comments should be sent by e-mail to ola@isa.org.jm

